Across
3. citizens who are "lovers of wisdom"
5. massive tactical formation of armed foot soldiers
7. Athenian statesman, General, and champion of democracy
12. a fixed salary
17. the art of skillful speaking
18. Greek who analyzed all forms of government and favored rule by a single strong and virtuous leader
19. a temple dedicated to the goddess Athena
20. rule by hereditary landholding elite
21. people who gain power by force
22. a panel of citizens who make final judgement in trials
23. another name for rational thinking
26. another name for city-state
28. government by a hereditary ruler who exercises central power
29. means "sun centered solar system"
30. Greek blind poet wandering from village to village
31. powerful city-state who defeated Athens in the Peloponnesian War

Down
1. principal city of Minoan Crete
2. the murder of a public figure
4. absorbing and taking in of a people or ideas
6. high city with great marble temples dedicated to gods/goddesses
8. formal agreement between two or more nations
9. Greek physician considered the father of medicine
10. a lawmaking body
11. Greek philosopher who used a series of questions to seek truth and self-knowledge
13. government by the people
14. rule by power in the hands of small, wealthy elite
15. place dedicated to honor gods and goddesses
16. Hellenistic scientist who applied principle of physics to make practical inventions
24. practice of banishing or sending away a public figure
25. a disciple of socrates and teacher of Aristotle
27. watercolor paintings done on wet plaster